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SCHWARZlAN DERlVATlVE REVlSITED
YASAR POLATOÖLU, MERT ÇACLAR, AND R. MURAT DEi\lIRER
ABSTRACT.
The Boolean-algebraic strueture ofthe so-called Schwarzian derivative is investigated. A sufficient condition for a function of several variables
to behave chaotically, which concerns its associated 8chwarzian deriyatiye, is
also giyen.

i.

INTRODUCTION

it is almost a eommonplace observation that as ]ong as the word 'chaos' is cons.idered as intimately related to mathematics, the picture that emerges for a variety
: of occurrenees beeomes quickly untenable, and mathematka] statements about an
enormously increasing amount of information in the st eady stream of experimental
phenomena get a vague charader. The reason that lies behind this, to OUT belief,
is the lack of a general theory which could combine and \lnify, at least to some 1'easonable extent, the dive1'sity one comes up when one considers any situation which
involves 'chaotic behaviour'. It should be dea1' that such an attempt to unifying
at least the different definitions of the word 'ehaos' will provide a solid base for
the studies and a dear perspeetiye for those who are dealing "vith them. It is a]so
immediate thatthis is arather diffieult task, and the fact of paramount importance is that this should not be taken as freezing the viyid scientific background.
To this cireumstance, a good starting point could be looking at those phenomena
that was/has been/are considered as 'stl'ange' or 'mysterious' in the scientific community from adifferent point of view. A possible attempt in this direction, which
concems an impartant tool, namely the Schwariian deriyatiye of a map, constitutes
the subject matter of this expository article.
2. HEURISTICS

The necessary ingredients for om goal are the definitions and the basic properties
of the Sehwariian deriyatiye, Feigenbaum constant, and Boolean algebra.
2.1. Schwarzian derivative. Let çi =i <c be a region (Le., an open and conneeted
set) in the complex pla-ne <C and f : çi .....•<c be an a.nalytic and loea.lly univa]ent
funetion. The hinetion Sf defined by
(2.1 )
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is called the Sch:w(1;rzia,n de-ri1Jative of f, Undoubtedly, the most important property
of Sf is its invariancc under the action of the group of l\.1Öhiustransformations: if

.J{:=
then a straightforward

tez) "-' ---=--d
{az+eN + b. i a,b,c,d

E C,

a.d - be

o/-

O} ,

computation implies. that
Srof

= Sf

for all tE .4t. Mareaver, for any function 9 that is analytic and locaiiy univalent
on the range of J, the chain-rule-like formula
Sgof ~ (S9 o

(2.2)

holds true. S.inee St

-=:

O

1)U')2

+ Sf

for allt E ./It, the equality
SYOt

=

(S9 Ot)(t')2

is obtained as a special case of (2.2). F\irther, for any function
that is analytic
in a simply connected doma.in n in the complex pla,ne, there exists a meromorphk
function .f in çi such that
-iJ;

Sj=-iJ;,

and this solution is unique up to an arbitrary Möbius transforrnatian. In partieular,
a functiOll is determined by its Schwarzian derivative up to a Möbius tra,nsformation.
Note that the Schwarzian derivative Sf measures the deviation of J from a
l\.1öbiustransformatian in a similarspirit as the ordinary derivative of a fundion
measures its deviation from a \inear map. A thorough explanation of the Schwarzian
derivative and its properties can be found in[2J and [5J.
2.2. Feigenbaum

constant.

Consider the iterations of the function
f(x)

= 1-

,ulxir,

defined for the real values of ;.i: over the unit interval, as the bifurcation parameter
,u is increased for some fixed x and r > 1. Denote by ,un the point. at which a period
of 2n-cycle appears. Then the limit
v:=
>:1'

im ----f-tn+l - f-tn
n-+oo f-tn+2 - f-tn+l

exists and is called the Fe-igenbaum constant. Moreover, if one lets dn be the value
of the ll€~arestcycle e1i>.mentto Z(1roin t.he 2n-cycIe, then the value
I.

dr.

a:= n-+oo
im-d--,
n+l
where the appearing limit alsa exists, is called the reduction parameter assoeiated
to J. It is well-known that. the Feigenbaum constant
and its associated reduction
parameter a are universal for all one-dimensional maps having a single locaHy quadrat.ic maximum. 'Ve nefer to [f5] for a more detailed explariation of t.he Feigcnbaut1i
constant.
15

2.2.1. The connection between t.he Schwarzian derivative Sf of a one-dimensional
real-valued map and 1I1P Feigf'nbaiirn const.ant is that a sufficient condition for f
to be a 'universal' map, i.e., a map for which the associatcd Fdgenbaum eonstanl
is universal, is tha.t Sf(;):) < tl for aif real values of x in a bounded intel'va!. When
is said to behave chaotically.
such a situatian ocems,

i
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A Boolean algebra B is a ring (B, +, x, 0,1) in which each

element is an idempotent for multiplication (Le., is equal to its square). This is
equivalent to saying that a Boolean algebra is a distributive cornpiernented lattice
with the usunl lattice opcra.tions V and !\ and with zero and unity. A Boolean
algebra is said tobe complcte if each subset of it. has a supremum and infimum. The
set of homomorphisms of tl. Boolean algebra JR,into {O, i} is dcnoted by S(JR) and
is called the Stone space of R S(LL!) is a compad and zero-dimensional topological
space with base {U(b) i b E JR}, \vhcre U(b) denotes the set of ultra-filters on JR
containing b. The celebrated Stone 's theorem states that ever)' Boolean algebra is
isomorphic to the Boolean algebra of clopen subsets of its Stone space (cL [I]).
Let ]Bbe a complete Boolean algebru. Given an ordinal a, put
V~)

:= {x i x is a fundian

!\

(313)(,8

< (); !\ dom(x) C V~) !\ im(x) C JR)}.

By means af this recursive definition, the Boolean-valued

mii'ver.5e V(lE) is defined

by

U \\T(lIl;)

v(lE).=~

'y o::

,.

etE O

where O stands for the class of all ordinals':- In case of the t\VOelement Boolean
algebra 2 ;= {O, I}, this procedure yields a version of the classkal von Ne·u.m.ann
imiverse V.
Let ep be an arbitmry formula of ZFC, the Zermelo-Praenkel set theory with the
Axiam of Choice. The Boolean tridh value [epll E LE is intradueed by induetion on
the length of a formula ep by naturaBy interpreting the propositional conneetivc'<;
and quantifiers in the Boolean algebra ]B and taking into consideration the way in
which this formula is built np. The Boolean truth values of the atom.ic fONnuIas
x E y and x ::7 y, with x, yE V(lE), are defined via the following recursion scheIDa:

lXEYll=

V

y(t)l\[t=xll,

tEdom(y)

fix

cc:

y~

V

.:-c.

xCi)

'* [t

V

EY] 1\

tE'dom(x)

y(t)

'* [t

E

;iL

tEdom(y)

The sign '* symbolizes the implication in B; Le., a :::} b ;= a* V b, where ci" is the
usual complemeni of a which is defined as an element of the lattice B such t.hat
a 1\ a*

= O and a

V o:

= 1.

The universe V(IJl:) with t.he Boolean truth value of a formula is il. model of set
theory in the sense that the following statemerit is fulfilled.
TRANSFER PRINCIPLE. For very theorem ep of ZFC, 'Wc ha'ue ~ep~ = 1; Le., ep is
truc inside V(R).
This statemenl, is considered with the following agreement.: if 3; is an element.
of VOi» and epC) is a formula of ZFC, then t.he phrase ":i:: satisfies ep inside V(T6}"
or, briefly, ''<p(:r) is true inside V(]!!;)" means that [ep(x)ll = 1. This is wrilten as
V(~)

F <p(x).

IJ ep is a formu/ri
sai'i.sfying [(3:r)cp(:c)ll ~ [ep(J;o)~,
!VJAXIMUM PRINCIPLE.

of ZFC, then

An excellent treat.ment. of the Boolean-valued

theTe is a lE-1.Ia.1'U.edset Xo

analysis can be found in PI and

[11·
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3. MAIN RESULTS

Anatural
generalization of the Schwa.rzIan derivative of a map given by (2.1)
can be interpreted as follows.

Definition 3.1. Let n c }Rn be a region and
partial derivatives, where ri

f

E COO(O) with non-vanishing

first

> i. The funetion sjxil defined by

where x := (xi, X2, ..• , Xn) E ]Rn and i. = 1,2, ... , n, is ealled the partial Schwarzian
derivaiive of
with respect to Xi· Let now 2
k
ri and (ii,i2, ... ,ik) be an
ordered k-tuple eonsisting of a (possibly repeated) k-element permutation of the
set {i, 2, ... , ri}. The mixed partiat Schwarzian derivative ai i of order k with
re.spect to Xi] , Xi2' ... ,Xik is defined recursively as

i

$ $

where

(3.1 )
Moreover, for each m

= 2, 3i ... n, put
1

m times
Ix'."!

(3.2)
for all

Sf'

i E {i, 2, ...

~

f
:= SIXiXi"

'Xi]

, n}.

Observe that the remark in 2.2.1 coupled with (2.1) yields the following fact: if
for a one-dimensional real-valued map f of class C3(0) (where n is an open set in
the realline) having a non-vanishing first derivative,
and
have different signs
over n, then 8/(x} < o for all X E n, Le.,
behaves chaotieally. Tb the best of
our knowledge, it is still not knO\vn whether an analogue of the chaotie behaviour
concept is meaningful for an n-dimensional map, where n > 1; but if it is, in the
light of ".•·hat one has just been observed, we have the following result which rests
mainiyon this simple observation.

l'

i

ri

i

Theorelli 3.2. tet ri C ]Rn be a region and E COO(n) with non-vanishing first
partiat deri'vati'ves, where n > 1. S~tppose, mareO'VeT, that f behaves ehaotically
Tken a
whenever SflxikJ
-ik~l , whic/i. is defined in (3.1), is negative for a fi:.cedk S n.
stLffident condition for this to happenis that all partial Sch1JJarzian derivatives of
up to k be negative.

i

Proof Apply the recursion formula (3.1) successively to f and consider the obtained
D
derivatives. It beeomes then obvious to get the desired result.

f to have negative parti al Schv.rarzian derivatives
be negative in Theorem 3.2 can be weakened by appropriate!y eliminating

Reniark 3.3. The condition of
up to

k

those derivatives that do not have an)' effeet on S~~:~]l' Unfortunately, as wc do
not have any useful information about the intrinsic properties of such a function
yet, it seems just a mere computa.tion to dea! with it at this step.
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3.1. Schwarzian deriyatiye as a Boolean algebra. Let ri.be a positive integer
and 1 :s; k S; n. Denote by Pk the set of all all ordei'ed k-tuples consisting of a
(possibly repeated) k-element permutationof the set {I, 2, ... , n}. Consider the set

P:=U

k=l

Pk.

Then, by abusing the notation and denoting a.gain by f the underlying funetion
f considered on the corresponding hyperplane, the identity (3.2) impHes that the
symbolic operator Sfilacts idempotentIy to each free variable of f; Le., it is a
BooIean algebra. The question comes then ml.turany to know wha.t the strueture of
this Boolean algabra is, and what happens to the ehaotic behaviour of a funetion
if it is considered on a Boolean-valued universe defined as in 2.3. Moreover, the
Feigenbaum constant needs 'also to be interpreted. Nothing is known about those
faets yet, but it seemsIikely that information as such will sh ed light on the so-called
chaotk behaviour of a function. But before all these, a more fundamental problem
waits for an answer; namely, whether this Boolean a.lgebra.is complete or not.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The ideas presentedin the presimt paper are quite newand the interpretations
about the Boolean-valuedana.lysisof
the Schwarzian deriyatiye is still an ongoing project. It has also become dear to the authors that such a system, namely
a dynarrÜcal system considered on a BooIea.n-valued universe is not easy-to-dealwith at all. But the very rich structure of the Boolean-valued universes and their
interpretations given in [3] allow one to infer that it is worth studying it.
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